UX RESEARCH FOR OATH

“Taking a UX Research Approach to Home Voice Assistants”
Max Silverman

We will focus on how our team at Yahoo studied how people use their voice assistants in their homes. We will be presenting a combination of results from a quantitative analysis of users’ device data history and a qualitative analysis of data we collected through interviews and usability testing of device specific skills. The presentation will also review design guidelines that will inform/assist individuals looking to better understand the voice-first device space.

“Bringing User Research into the Beta Testing Process”
Katie Quehl

Testing products and gathering feedback prior to launch is a major part of our product development process at Oath. The UX Research team has been trying several variations of pairing beta testing with usability studies, iterative surveys, log data, and in-depth interviews with several of our apps within Media Brands and Products. In this talk, we will share with you best practices on how to use multiple data collection methods as part of beta testing to get holistic pictures of how your products work with your target audience. We will use case studies from Yahoo Sports, Fantasy sports, and Finance products to share what worked best, what we’ve improved, and examples of how this process has impacted our apps.
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